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GANZ NOTES ON OWEN BARFIELD –  
“STYLE” 1 (1933)  

 

Find at: https://www.owenbarfield.org/read-online/articles/style/.  

 

Barfield was 35-years old when he published this article, these thoughts on “style.” On 
the Barfield website it summarized this article: “There are points of contact in this 
article with familiar style-guides, such as Barfield’s, noting that style is not something 

stuck on to writing after it is finished, and that a writer needs a large vocabulary to 
avoid cliché. The burden of the article, however, is that good writing arises when an 

individual is willing himself to arrive at truth. As such, this article was very clearly 

written downstream from The Philosophy of Spiritual Activity by Rudolf Steiner. 

 

The Oxford English Dictionary at “style” – “Etymology: < Old French style, stile, stil, estile, 

etc. (modern French style), < Latin stilus (also incorrectly written stylus) a stake or pale, 
pointed instrument for writing, style of speaking or writing; < root *sti- (? to prick).” 
And so its earliest meaning: “Ancient History. An instrument made of metal, bone, etc., 

having one end sharp-pointed for incising letters on a wax tablet, and the other flat and 
broad for smoothing the tablet and erasing what is written: = stylus n. 1. Also applied to 
similar instruments in later use.” Very soon “style” came to mean not the instrument by 

which a person writes his or her thoughts, but the way in which he or she expresses 
them: “The manner of expression characteristic of a particular writer (hence of an 
orator), or of a literary group or period; a writer's mode of expression considered in 
regard to clearness, effectiveness, beauty, and the like.” 

 

E.B. White2 writing the “Introduction” to The Elements of Style, Fourth Edition (1979) 

-   

 
1 See: https://www.owenbarfield.org/read-online/articles/style/.  

2 E.B. White writes: “At the close of the first World War, when I was a student at Cornell, I took a 

course called English 8. My professor was William Strunk Jr. A textbook required for the course was a 
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White quoting Professor Strunk – “Vigorous writing is concise. A sentence 
should contain no unnecessary words, a paragraph no unnecessary sentences, for 

the same reason that a drawing should have no unnecessary lines, and a machine 
no unnecessary parts. This requires not that the writer make all sentences short 

or avoid all detail and treat subjects only in outline, but that every word tell. 
[Strunk Jr, William. The Elements of Style, Fourth Edition, from the “Introduction.” 

Kindle Edition.] 

“Style rules of this sort are, of course, somewhat a matter of individual 
preference, and even the established rules of grammar are open to challenge. 
Professor Strunk, although one of the most inflexible and choosy of men, was 

quick to acknowledge the fallacy of inflexibility and the danger of doctrine. "It is 

an old observation," he wrote, "that the best writers sometimes disregard the 

rules of rhetoric. When they do so, however, the reader will usually find in the 

sentence some compensating merit, attained at the cost of the violation. Unless 

he is certain of doing as well, he will probably do best to follow the rules." It is 
encouraging to see how perfectly a book, even a dusty rule book, perpetuates 
and extends the spirit of a man. Will Strunk loved the clear, the brief, the bold, 

and his book is clear, brief, bold. Boldness is perhaps its chief distinguishing 
mark.” 
 

Baldick, Chris. The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford Quick Reference) -  

STYLE - Any specific way of using language, which is characteristic of an author, 
school, period, or *genre. Particular styles may be defined by their *diction, 

*syntax, *imagery, *rhythm, and use of *figures, or by any other linguistic 
feature. Different categories of style have been named after particular authors 
(e.g., Ciceronian), periods (e.g., Augustan), and professions (e.g., journalistic), 

while in the *Renaissance a scheme of three stylistic ‘levels’ was adopted, 
distinguishing the high or ‘grand’ style from the middle or ‘mean’ style and the 
low or ‘base’ style. The principle of *decorum held that certain subjects required 
particular levels of style, so that an *epic should be written in the grand style 

whereas *satires should be composed in the base style. Since the literary 

revolution of *Romanticism, however, this hierarchy has been replaced by the 

notion of style as an expression of individual personality. Adjective: stylistic. 

 
slim volume called The Elements of Style, whose author was the professor himself. The year was 1919.” 

[Strunk Jr, William. The Elements of Style, Fourth Edition, from the “Introduction” by E.B. White (1979). 
Kindle Edition.] 
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[Baldick, Chris. The Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms (Oxford Quick Reference) 
(p. 439). OUP Oxford. Kindle Edition.] 

Concerning Anthroposophy as a philosophical/gnostic movement sourced in Rudolf 

Steiner, a man whom Owen Barfield thought the most brilliant intellect that he had ever 
experienced, living or dead. See in the Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy at “Steiner, 
Rudolf” 

Written by G.J.S. - Steiner, Rudolf (1861–1925), Austrian spiritualist and founder 
of anthroposophy. Trained as a scientist, he edited Goethe’s scientific writings 

and prepared the standard edition of his complete works from 1889 to 1896. 
Steiner’s major work was Die Philosophie der Freiheit (1894). His Friedrich Nietzsche: 

Ein Kämpfer gegen seine Zeit (1895) was translated in 1960 as Friedrich Nietzsche: 

Fighter for Freedom. Steiner taught at a workingmen’s college and edited a literary 
journal, Magazin für Literatur, in Berlin. In 1901 he embraced a spiritualism 

which emphasized a form of knowledge that transcended sensory experience 

and was attained by the “higher self.” He held that man had previously been 

attuned to spiritual processes by virtue of a dreamlike state of consciousness 

but was diverted from this consciousness by preoccupation with material 

entities. Through training, one could retrieve the innate capacity to perceive a 

spiritual realm. Steiner’s writings on this theme are The Philosophy of Spiritual 

Activity (1894), Occult Science: An Outline (1913), On the Riddle of Man (1916), and 
On the Riddles of the Soul (1917). His last work was his autobiography (1924). To 
advance his teachings, he founded the Anthroposophical Society (1912) and a 

school of “spiritual science” called the Goetheanum near Basel. His work inspired 

the Waldorf School movement, which at one time comprised some eighty 

schools for children. The anthroposophy movement remains active in Europe 

and the United States. [G.J.S.] 
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TEXT 

 

SOURCE: Anthroposophical3 Movement 10.11 (8 June 1933): 83-86 

People who are faced with the problem of preparing something for publication in a 
hurry are sometimes heard to make such a remark as: “I’ll hash something up myself 

and then hand it over to Smith to put into decent style.” If this simply means that the 
unoffending Smith is to go through the MS, and excise the grammatical errors and 
solecisms4, there may be no harm in it. If it means – or rather if it is meant to mean – 

anything more, you may be sure that, as far as writing and the meaning of words is 
concerned, the speaker lives in a cloud-cuckoo-land5 of his own illusions. There appear, 
however, to be so many people living in this cloud-cuckoo-land that the present writer 
(who in his time has known what it is to be a Smith) has long felt an impulse (or, as we 

used to say, “wanted”) to say something about it. 

In the first place the idea that “style” is something which can be stuck on to a piece of 
writing paper after it is finished, like the pinchbeck6 imitation half-timbering on the 
front of an Edwardian villa, is, to use the mildest expression that could reasonably 

apply, disgusting. It is disgusting because it remains false, and because the result, if 
such an attempt were made, would be insincerity. This does not, however, mean that 

no attention must be given to the way in which our thoughts are expressed in 

writing. The very closest attention must be given. But it must be given, not with the 

 
3 Wikipedia – “The General Anthroposophical Society is an "association of people whose will it is 

to nurture the life of the soul, both in the individual and in human society, on the basis of a true 

knowledge of the spiritual world." As an organization, it is dedicated to supporting the community of 

those interested in the inner path of schooling known as anthroposophy, developed by Rudolf Steiner. 
The Anthroposophical Society was founded on December 28, 1912 in Cologne, Germany, with about 3000 

members. Central to this founding was Rudolf Steiner, who acted as an advisor and lecturer.” 

4 The Oxford English Dictionary at “solecism” – “Etymology: < Latin solœcismus, < 

Greek σολοικισµός, <  σόλοικος speaking incorrectly, stated by ancient writers to refer to ‘the corruption of 

the Attic dialect among the Athenian colonists at Σόλοι in Cilicia’.” And its current meaning: “An 

impropriety or irregularity in speech or diction; a violation of the rules of grammar or syntax.” 

5 The Oxford English Dictionary at “cloud-cuckoo-land” – “Etymology: translating 

Greek Νεϕελοκοκκυγία (< νεϕέλη cloud + κόκκυξ cuckoo), the name of the realm in Aristophanes's Birds (l. 
819) built by the birds to separate the gods from mankind.” And its current meaning, “A fanciful or ideal 
realm or domain.” 

6 The Oxford English Dictionary at “pinchbeck” – “figurative. A thing that is false, counterfeit, 

cheap, or worthless; spec. something that appears valuable but is actually cheap or tawdry. Also: the state 
or condition of being tawdry or worthless.” 
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object of producing something that sounds pretty or looks appetising, but because it 

is only with very great labour and attention that it is possible to express “our” 

thoughts at all. The literary production of a man whose only object is to write a good 
style will be mannered7 and precious8; the literary production of a man whose concern 

it is to express his thought, and who succeeds in doing so, will be – good style. 

In other words, the words chosen and then how one chooses to arrange them 
into sentences and paragraphs are expressive of who he or she is or should be 

expressive of that. (We speak of a writer “finding his or her VOICE”) Through 
the “natural style” of a particular person, we, the readers, can experience the 
character and development of the writer – his or her consciousness. (I like to speak 

of this as one’s degree of awakeness.) I remember how St. Augustine somewhere 
explored the idea that one could identify a Christian – a genuine follower of 
Christ – by the way that he or she wrote. Their written “style” would “out” them 
as followers of Christ. In other words, Augustine wondered whether there would 

have to exist a distinctive Christian “style” or “rhetoric.”9 

 
7 The Oxford English Dictionary at “mannered” – “Of art, architecture, etc.: characterized by or 

given to mannerism; artificial, affected, or overelaborate in style.” 

8 The Oxford English Dictionary at “precious” – “Aiming at or affecting refinement in manners, 

language, etc.; fastidious, particular. Now usually depreciative: over-delicate, over-fastidious; affectedly 

refined in matters of taste, language, etc.” 

9 I have found the reference in the magisterial Augustine Through the Ages at “Rhetoric” – “Until 

he was eighteen years old Augustine cultivated only the rhetorical ideal, which was to learn to speak 

eloquently. With the reading of Cicero’s Hortensius, however, an enthusiastic quest of wisdom came to 
birth in him. His conversion coincided with his abandonment of his profession as rhetor and a 

dedication of himself to a philosophical search for wisdom, although he did not cease to acknowledge 

the positive value of rhetoric. This latter outlook emerges in De ordine, in which rhetoric is assigned an 

auxiliary role in the realm of philosophy. If dialectic is the “discipline of disciplines” because it teaches 
how to find and teach the truth, rhetoric has the lesser but perennially important task of inculcating 

convictions about what is just, useful, and decent in human beings who are ignorant of it and 

incapable of seeing truth in its purity and simplicity. Rhetoric carries out this task not only through 

instruction but above all by rousing the emotions of the heart through appropriate stylistic devices (ord. 
2.13.38). This is an outlook far removed from that of Plato and closer to that of Aristotle, as received 

through the mediation of Cicero. The same cultural tradition is the source of the requirement, 

expressed in De doctrina Christiana, that eloquence be accompanied by wisdom. Like Cicero, 

Augustine allows that rhetoric can be used to convince people of what is true or what is false, but 
precisely for this reason he defends its usefulness: “Why should not decent people use it on behalf of the 

truth when the wicked use it for corrupt and vain purposes, in the service of wickedness and error?” 

(doc. Chr. 4.2.3). Augustine has no difficulty admitting that the sacred orator may speak wisdom even 
if he lacks eloquence, provided he use the words of Scripture, which have an innate power to convince 

and draw believers who listen to them. But he does not hesitate to allow that “one who tries to speak 

not only wisely but eloquently will be more useful if he can do both” (4.5.8). [Nello Cipriani, 
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A poet will sometimes say of a poem which he does not feel to be quite finished, that it 
needs “polishing.” Some of the misunderstandings about style may have arisen from 

the misinterpretation of this word. It is rather an unpleasant word and may easily be 
taken to mean the same as “varnishing,” that is, the addition of a thin alien veneer to 
the surface of the object. Actually, as George Macdonald10 points out in one of his 

essays, the effect of polishing is not the addition of anything new, but the removal of 

existing stains and impurities. The characteristic of polished wood is that it reveals 

the nature of the material itself. You may polish a piece of deal11 till your gloves drop 
off; you will never make it look like oak. To try and make it look like oak you have got 

to use varnish and practice deception. But the more you polish oak itself, the more it 
will look like oak. 

Thus, if it is necessary to give attention to the way in which things are expressed, that 

is because otherwise they are not expressed. They may be there, in a sense, but they 
are clouded and obscured and cannot reach the light. For other things are there as well, 

things which the author never intended to be there. The author has, in a sense, said 
what he means. But he has also said other things which he did not mean. And therefore, 
he has not really said what he means. 

I remember that someone asked Ernest Hemmingway about how he wrote what 

he wrote, his technique. He replied, “I write one true word … and then I write 
another one.” What Barfield is saying is that if a person really knows what he or 
she wants/needs to say, then it is best to write it just the way it must be written, 
excluding from the sentence, paragraph, or essay what is not what he or she 

 
“Rhetoric,” Augustine through the Ages: An Encyclopedia (Grand Rapids, MI; Cambridge, U.K.: William B. 

Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1999), 724–725.] 

10 George MacDonald (1824–1905) - The man C.S. Lewis regarded as his master barely made a 

living as a poet, novelist, lecturer, and writer of children’s books. Yet Lewis said of the retired minister, “I 

know hardly any other writer who seems to be closer, or more continually close, to the Spirit of Christ 
Himself.” In his teens, Lewis was profoundly changed by reading MacDonald’s Phantastes, a Faerie 

Romance, an experience Lewis considered the “baptism” of his imagination. Lewis considered 

MacDonald the best writer of fantasy alive, and he found a sense of holiness in all MacDonald’s writings. 

Lewis was touched by MacDonald’s devotional writings as well. He wrote, “My own debt to (Unspoken 
Sermons) is almost as great as one man can owe to another,” and he recommended the book with success 

to many seekers. [“The Gallery—Family and Friends of C.S. Lewis,” Christian History Magazine-Issue 7: 

C.S. Lewis: His Life, Thought & Theology (Worcester, PA: Christian History Institute, 1985).] 

11 The Oxford English Dictionary at “deal” – “In the timber trade, in Great Britain, a deal is 

understood to be 9 inches wide, not more than 3 inches thick, and at least 6 feet long. If shorter, it is a deal-

end; if not more than 7 inches wide, it is a batten n.1   In North America, the standard deal (to which other 

sizes are reduced in computation) is 12 feet long, 11 inches wide, and 21/ 2 inches thick. By carpenters, 
deal of half this thickness (11/ 4 inches) is called whole deal; of half the latter (5/ 8 inch) slit deal.” 
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means. Finding what he or she needs to say, and then to find out how best to 
say/write it, will give to his or her writing its unique style. By analogy, consider 

the dreadful sound that Bob Dylan makes when he sings. Yet, his voice is exactly 
the sound that he wants for the words that he sings. He worked long to “find” 
just the sound that he sought to make with his voice. Early on, he specifically 
imitated Woody Guthrie. 

A man may say and write things which he does not mean for two reasons. He may do 

so because he, personally, is a poseur and a hypocrite. But on the other hand, he may do 
it because he either will not or cannot express himself, because he has no style. Thus, 
there is an artistic or literary insincerity12 as well as a personal one. In the purely artistic 

insincerity, the ego takes no part, and so no obvious moral blame attaches. But it is 
nevertheless actual insincerity, for things have been uttered which purport to be uttered 
by the ego, but which have in fact been uttered by something or somebody else. And to 
the extent that the ego allows this – though it might have prevented it – the ego is to 

blame. 

This use of “ego” here is odd, not how we would deploy the word in our 
common speech. I think that what Barfield means by it here is that ego is that 
portion of the Self (a much vaster, and most unexplored thing than the ego can 

access or express) that a person is convinced that he or she can control, train, and 
for which he or she is responsible. 

“which have in fact been uttered by something or somebody else” – I remember 
how clear it was to me when teaching high school students that for them to have 
a genuine thought – their own thought, generated creatively from themselves – 

was rare if ever in underclassmen, but even not very common among 
upperclassmen. I could hear their parents – the convictions, biases, choice of 
words, etc. – in what they said or wrote, and often they did not notice this about 

themselves. 

How does literary insincerity arise? It arises from the fact that the words which a 

writer uses are not created by him for his purpose as he goes along. They are there 

already, filled already with potential meaning. As soon as two (or more) words are 
placed together by a writer, there has to be taken into consideration not merely the fact 

that this writer has placed these words together, but that other people may also have placed 

them together before him. If so, the words will to that extent have acquired a meaning 
which may be independent of, or additional to, or even positively different from, the 

meaning which this writer intended. And this, although grammatically and 

 
12 The Oxford English Dictionary at “insincere” – “Not sincere or genuine; assuming a false guise 

in speech or conduct; dissembling, disingenuous. Said of persons and their actions or behaviour.” 
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etymologically the sentence is perfectly sound. For it is not simply the dictionary 

“meanings” which have to be taken into account, it is a question of all the overtones 

and associations which cluster round words, but above all round groups of words, 

according as they have been used in the past.13 Thus, as soon as he puts two words 
together, a writer enters a battle. “Look in thy heart and write!” said Sir Philip Sidney, 
and that is necessary in order to achieve even personal sincerity. But to achieve literary 

sincerity something else is necessary also. There are positive, objective hindrances to be 
overcome. Thus, the price of literary sincerity, like that of liberty, is eternal vigilance, 

and the writer is a man waging perpetual war against an enemy perpetually on the 

watch to cozen14 him of his own thoughts. 

See this from Garrison Keillor on 24 February 2022 – Today is the birthday of 
Jane Hirschfield, born in New York City (1953). She went to Princeton, where she 
was in the first graduating class to include women - in 1973. She published her 
first poem not long after then went off to northern California to study Buddhism 

for the next eight years, during which time she didn't write at all. She said, “I 

don't think poetry is based just on poetry; it is based on a thoroughly lived 

life. And so, I couldn't just decide I was going to write no matter what; I first 

had to find out what it means to live.” 

Critics call this enemy cliché. Anthroposophists know that he has many other names.15 It 
is mainly because of this enemy16 that a writer needs a large vocabulary. A well-stocked 
vocabulary is necessary, not for ornament and variegation, but for the purpose of 
avoiding cliché. It is the writer’s armoury from which, as the old ones are temporarily 

blunted, he draws new and sharp weapons to strike off the hydra-heads of the monster. 

 
13 This is the reason why the Oxford English Dictionary was so revered by Barfield (and by me 

too!), because it is written “on historical principles.” In other words, this extraordinary work of English 
analyzes every word in English with an exhaustive study of its etymology, but then by identifying its 

earliest attested (i.e., written) appearance and what it meant there, and then, further identifying each 

“moment” that same word’s meaning changed in the hands of later writers. In each English word one, 

then, can trace the unfolding insights of humans through Time. Barfield refers to this as “the 
development of [human] consciousness”, and this was to be his Master Idea that would preoccupy him 

throughout his scholarly life. “Every word is a history” as, I think, Maupassant wrote. 

14 The Oxford English Dictionary at the verb “to cozen” – “transitive. To cheat, defraud by deceit.” 

15 Probably what Barfield means is that Anthropophosists recognize that there exists a “high 

plane” of existence that humans forgot existed, but which can be perceived again, with training, with a 
“higher vision”. Thus, the language used to articulate the reality of the lower or false world will itself be 

false, or to use the spiritual language of “temptation”, the lower world seeks to keep people from seeing 

and therefore able to articulate the higher world. 

16 “enemy” – He must be referring to the spiritual enemy; the dark spirit. 
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Such a fascinating and unexpected conviction! Of all of the “weapons” we might 
consider traditional and effective for us to use to ward off the “enemy of our 

human nature” (St. Ignatius’ language for the dark spirit in the world), it had not 
occurred to me to consider “a well-stocked vocabulary” as one of them. But once 
I have absorbed his point, I see what he means. When I think of the third-grade 
vocabulary deployed by a former President of the United States, I recognize how 

that profound limitation makes him enormously susceptible to control by dark 
forces (to the enemy of our human nature and its many servants in this world) 
and makes it impossible for those more developed (with more vocabulary, if you 

will) not to see just how damaged his character is. 

Further, a person with a “well stocked vocabulary” (i.e., an easily accessed fund 
of English words and what they mean) will be a person sensitive to the use of 
particular words. Cliché is constituted by words that no longer “tell”; rather they 
are constituted by words that, arranged in precise ways, are like magical 

incantations, which people mimic. 

The Oxford English Dictionary at “cliché” – “A phrase or expression regarded as 
unoriginal or trite due to overuse. Also, as a mass noun.” Further, “A very 
predictable or unoriginal person or thing; a trite or stereotyped idea of someone 

or something.” 

Thus, to write an article on, say, the modern girl, all that is necessary is to close the eyes, 
hold the pen tightly between the thumb and two fingers, and then to cease thinking in 

thoughts and begin thinking in words; or rather to let stale old groups of words begin 
arranging themselves. The rest is practically automatic. Let us begin in the middle of the 

supposed article, and in the middle of a sentence: “… no plaster saint, but at least she is 
not a hypocrite. If Victorian modesty has gone, Victorian shams17 have gone with it. 
Miss 1933 claims as her birthright the right to express her own personality as she 

chooses, and if some of the ways she chooses make the older generation raise its 
eyebrows, well, that is….” 

Britannica - Automatic Writing, in spiritualism, writing produced involuntarily 
when the subject’s attention is ostensibly directed elsewhere. The phenomenon 
may occur when the subject is in an alert waking state or in a hypnotic trance, 

usually during a séance. What is produced may be unrelated words, fragments 
of poetry, epithets, puns, obscenities, or well-organized fantasies. During the late 
19th century, at the height of popular interest in the phenomenon, inspiration for 

automatic writing was generally attributed to external or supernatural forces. 

 
17 The Oxford English Dictionary at “sham” – “A trick, hoax, fraud, imposture; something devised 

to impose upon, delude, or disappoint expectation; a ‘sell’.” 
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Since the advent, around 1900, of theories of personality that postulate 
unconscious as well as conscious motivation, the inspiration for automatic 

writing has been assumed to be completely internal. Modern psychodynamic 
theories of personality propose that traits, attitudes, motives, impulses, and 
memories that are incompatible with the person’s conscious awareness may be 
dissociated from awareness and rarely expressed overtly in the course of normal 

waking behaviour. These elements may be revealed, however, in the content of 
automatic writing. 

This sort of writing is only just not “automatic writing.” In automatic writing there is a 
total eclipse of the ego.18 In modern journalism there is an occultation,19 which falls just 

short of total eclipse. But, although cliché is characteristic of journalism, it is not 

confined to journalism. No choice of subject, however sublime, will save you from it: 

for cliché is simply the abdication by the ego of its prerogative of thinking what it 

speaks and speaking what it thinks. How is it that the result is not a mere babble20 of 

meaningless nonsense? Because, no sooner has the ego abdicated, but something else, a 

sort of synthetic ghost of previous uses of the words, steps into its place and 

preserves intact a hollow shell of superficial meaning. Let us try writing an extract 

from an article on another subject, by the same means. We will begin, as before, in the 
middle: “… the man of our time has the task to grasp the concept of freedom in a living 
way. Such a concept can never be grasped by the dead materialistic purely intellectual 

thinking which is characteristic of natural science. Natural science, with all its 
wonderful achievements in the outer world, cannot help man forward any further on 
the path which he must tread. Only when quite new forces are brought to bear, forces 
which live and weave in the plant world and in the living world of colour, will there 

arise in man the necessary inner impulse which must be aroused if he is to fulfil the 
cosmic purposes which underlie that which weaves in the forces of his destiny.” 

It must be confessed that this stuff is very nearly as easy to write as the other. But it is 
much more destructive. How quickly and smoothly – if we do not keep wide awake 

 
18 If there is no ego, then there is no (original) thought behind the words that a person composes, 

and, further, he or she takes no responsibility for what he or she writes, and there is no style, because 

“style” according to Barfield can only infuse a person’s written expression when he or she is saying what 
he or she means, and who knows that there is no better way for him or her to express it than as he or she 

has. 

19 The Oxford English Dictionary at “occultation” – “Originally: †hiding, concealment (obsolete). In 

later use: the fact of being cut off from view, esp. by something interposed; an instance of this.” 

20 The Oxford English Dictionary at the verb “to babble” – “intransitive. To talk excessively or 
inappropriately; to chatter quickly, excitedly, or at length; to speak indiscreetly; to tattle. Also, with on.” 
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when writing about Spiritual Science – Ahriman21 glides up behind us and seizes the 
pen and himself chooses, with a mocking grin, what shall be written by it. 

Barfield’s dramatic point here is that human communication is never neutral. Either 

one thinks carefully, ponders genuinely, works hard to find just the right way to 
say what he or she means – a work of the Light, of genuine “style” – or one fails to 

care about meaning, becoming a sort of drone, a person possessed by “the enemy 
of our human nature”, who communicates what the “fallen world” wants to hear 

and for its malign purposes. 

How can we protect ourselves? Only by again and again, with repeated tests, assuring 
ourselves that what we are expressing is in every detail our own thought. This does not 
mean that what we are thinking must never have been thought by anybody else. It does 

mean that what we write must be what we have thought and not simply what we 

have overheard. I would like to found a society of writers, and translators, on Spiritual 
Science, the members of which would be pledged to go through all that they have 
written and cut out the word “inner” wherever it occurs. They could then look again to 

see if it had made any difference to the meaning, and if it had made any difference (for 
the worse) they would be allowed to put the epithet back again. And the same with 
many other words and phrases. 

Herr Steffen once wrote an article (a translation of which appeared in this periodical) in 

which he pointed out that the solution of the problems of style is really a way of 
initiation. Both may be conceived as a progressive disengagement of the not-self from 

the self. Initiation is not the acquisition of something new; it is the progressive 

revelation of something already there. By purging and purifying away the stains and 

irrelevancies which obscure it, the ego is laid bare, the true Self is found.  

In other words, Barfield is articulating a conviction that language is “fallen”; it 
sits “out there”, a crystallized and therefore dead meaning. We each must train 
ourselves to go “behind” the words, so that we each can recover their original 

meaning, when the word was the experience that it names or describes. I am 
reminded of Lewis’ first Christian publication, The Pilgrim’s Regress (1933). The 

 
21 Joshua J. Mark at “Ahriman” in the World History Encyclopedia – “Ahriman is the evil spirit in 

Early Iranian Religion, Zoroastrianism, and Zorvanism, Lord of Darkness and Chaos, and the source of 

human confusion, disappointment, and strife. He is also known as Angra Mainyu (evil spirit or dark 

spirit) and exists in opposition to Spenta Mainyu (good spirit or bright spirit) also known as Ahura 
Mazda and Ormuzd. In the early polytheistic Persian religion, Ahura Mazda was the king of the gods 

and creator of the world, and Angra Mainyu/Ahriman, lord of the legions of demons, his opponent. 

After the reforms of Zoroaster (c. 1500-1000 BCE), resulting in the monotheistic religion of 

Zoroastrianism, Ahura Mazda became the one true god, and all the other deities emanations and avatars 
of his power, but Ahriman remained the source and embodiment of evil.” 
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Oxford English Dictionary at the verb “to regress” – “intransitive. To return to or 
towards an earlier state or condition; to revert to an earlier (esp. a less 

developed) form.” 

And at the same time the discovery is made that this true Self, is from the earthly point 
of view, selfless.  

Perhaps another way of saying this is that the true self is a relational self; it is 
always a WE, not an I. 

It is this fact which underlies the difference between style and mannerism22, between 
originality and oddity. To be original does not mean to be odd or peculiar; it means 

simply, not to be a copy. It is in this sense that style may be said to be the expression 

of thoughts which are “our own.” The words uttered by a self which is determined to 

think only its own thoughts will not be peculiar. On the contrary. It is the parrot 

which is such a peculiar bird. Such words will not be a mere rattling of the dried 

husks of what was once thought but is so no more. They will be the expression of 
present and actual thought; and as such they needs must bear a universal significance. 
For thought is universal. Thought is at once our own and not our own. Thought bears 

the soul outward on its wings and teaches it to expand, without losing its integrity, into 
the majesty of the etheric universe. To write what I have thought is to write what the 

spirit has thought. And that is style. 

Owen Barfield 

 

 
22 The Oxford English Dictionary at “mannerism” – “The adoption, to a pronounced or (according 

to some writers) excessive degree, of a distinctive style, manner, or method of treatment, esp. in art and 

literature. In spec. use (usually Mannerism): a style of 16th-cent. Italian art characterized by stylistic 

exaggeration, distorted scale and perspective, and unusual effects of colour and lighting.” And, further, it 
means: “A habitual peculiarity of style or manner; an idiosyncratic habit, gesture, way of speaking, etc.” 


